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State budget cuts
to education affect NSU
Written by:
Jasmine Lykins
Florida's state legislature began
an examination of Gov. Rick Scott's
proposed "Jobs Budget" this month,
which was designed to create jobs
in the private sector and to reduce
state spending. Scott's first proposed
budget cuts state spending by almost
$4.6 billion, including reducing the
education budget by $300 million.
NSU President George L.
Hanbury II, Ph.D. said that Scott's
plan will cause NSU to cut its budget
by millions.
~
- could have anywhere
from $5 million to $7 million of cuts
that could adversely affect us," said
Hanbury.
Hanbury said he hoped the cuts
would not affect tuition. However, on
March 17, Enrollment and Student
Services notified undergraduate
students of a five percent tuition
increase effective Fall 2011.

Hanbury said tuition increases
are also being considered for
the Health Professions Division
including the medical, nursing, and
optometry schools.
The state cuts did not come as
a surprise. Scott campaigned with
a platform that promised to run the
state government like a business.
He said, "[The budget] is
designed to reduce state spending,
lower . taxes .and hold govern·ment accountable."
Hanbury said that he applauds
the governor's attempt to bring
business practices to the government.
However, he_ said, "Being
the chief executive of a state is a
little different from being the chief
executive of a company. I think
the budget is going to be entirely
different [after the legislature's
approvals]."
The legislature will discuss cuts

NSU wins
dispute
against local
group over
_art school
Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez
The Fort Lauderdale City
Commission settled a dispute between NSU and Friends of South
Side over South Side Elementary
School in early March. The
commission ruled in NSU's favor
after six months of debate.
The issue arose when NSU
asked the city for rights over
the elementary school after the
university donated i:noney to expand
its- studio ·art school and Fri!!nds ·of -~
South Side opposed.
"We were upset with the
city for giving proprietary rights
over a public facility to a private
entity," said John P. Wilkes, board
member of Friends of South Side,
an organization formed to save the
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Gov. Rick Scott proposes his budget for the year to the Florida legislature at a Tea Party event in Central
Florida on Feb. 7.
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NSU holds prayer vigil for Japan
Written by:
Samantha Harfenist
On March 31, a prayer vigil to remember the victims of the Japan
earthquake and tsunami was held at 7 p.m. on the Athletics and Student
Affairs building's patio.

Yuko Fujimoto, an NSU alumna and employee at the Language Institute at NSU, was
in Japan when the disaster occurred. She described the earth shaking and how she clung to a
telephone pole for safety.
"For the first time in my life, I thought that I was going to lose
my life," she said.
Fujimoto said she received emails and messages on

The event, which was organized by the Office of
International Affairs and the Nova International Student

Facebook from her peers. She said students continue to give
her their thoughts and prayers and that the events have

Association, as well as students, faculty and staff, also

impacted her outlook on life.

served as a fundraiser. The money collected will be

"I feel guilty when I waste water or food because

given to a relief fund at the Japanese Consulate.

so many people there don't have enough supplies,"

Anthony DeNapoli, Ed.D, executive director

she said.

of International Affairs, said he was proud of the

Nozomu Ozaki, second-year doctoral studtnt in

students for being there for each other in this time

family therapy and a Japanese native, shared a story

of need.

which he wrote in order to help him process what

"This tragedy has proved that we're a borderless

happened in his homeland. He said although he did

world. We are interconnected by new technologies

not experience the ground shaking or waves pulling him

which allow us to see the events of the world in real

away, he was deeply affected by the tragedy.

time," he said. "Tonight is a time to remember those who

"[I hope] people can begin connecting by using

have perished, those who are injured and those who are still
struggling to start their lives over again."
DeNapoli, who was on vacation in Hawaii during the earthquake,
shared his personal experience. He spoke of how everyone on the island
came together to comfort each other, offering caring words.

my story as a platform because stories build connections,"
he said.
Brewster Rowley, first-year MBA finance student, spoke of a
SEE VIGIL3
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to the Florida Resident Access Grant, a yearly
incentive to students who attend Florida non-profit
private institutions. It will also discuss increasing

requirements recipients of the Florida Bright
Futures Scholarship, which is offered to Florida
high school students with good grades.

NSU partners with
::lL;Sprint to offer
better reception
on campus
Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez

·· ··············· ··· ·············· ········· ·····
Last month, NSU partnered with cell phone
company Sprint to offer better reception to
customers on campus.
The deal will improve signal strength inside
and outside the major buildings on campus. The
installation of antennas to improve signal outside
began in early March at the Alvin Sherman Library.
These transmitters will improve Sprint's signal
from Health Professions Divison (Terry Building)
to the on-campus dorms and will be activated by
the end of April.
John J. Santulli II, vice president of Facilities
Management, said the transmitters that will
improve reception inside buildings will be installed
by Fall 2011.
He said the deal was made because NSU is
a major Sprint customer. Many university-issued
cell phones and BlackBerrys use Sprint's network.
''When we enter these types of arrangements,
we do it to make the environment at the university
the best environment we can for the students,
primarily, but for everyone else as well," said
Santulli.
He said that unlike the antennas on the
library's roof, the antennas placed inside buildings
will not be visible to students and will improve

reception only inside that building.
"Our buildings are substantially built, which
is good for strength but not good for cellular
signals," he said.
These antennas will allow the NSU
community to receive phone calls, text and emails
on their phones without "scooting to a window,"
he said.
Rafael De La Rosa, senior finance major and
Sprint customer, said reception on campus on his
cell phone has been an issue.
"It's a great idea because I don't get reception
in the Don Taft University Center and HPD," he
said. "I work in the UC so I can't really talk to
anyone or see my emails and texts until I leave the
building."
Santulli said NSU is not partnering with any
other service provider at this time. However, if any
one shows interest in a deal similar to Sprint's, the
university may consider it.
He said there was a small, temporary AT&T
transmitter on top of the library garage, which was
installed during the gubernatorial and senatorial
debates last fall, which has improved the AT&T
signal near the Parker, Carl Desantis, and
garage buildings.
"It's still functioning, and we will probably
negotiate with AT&T to make it permanent in the
future," said Santulli.

elementary school when it was about to be
demolished six years ago.
Friends of South Side was successful
in getting the school declared a historic
building, but they needed more than
$250,000 every year to run the art
programs they wanted.
NSU's studio school was located
near the Museum of Art I Ft. Lauderdale
but George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D., NSU
president, said the school needed to
expand. The university got permission
from the city to expand within the building
where the school was located, but a bar
would not vacate the building.
"So we went to the city of Fort
Lauderdale and told them we wanted to be
part of the community and give the money
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[the school] needed without asking [the
city] for anything," said Hanbury. "It was
serendipitous in a way."
The studio school will offer classes
in the visual and performing arts for the
community. But, Hanbury said NSU art
students will also be allowed to use the
facilities located in 701 S. Andrews Ave.
Dispite his disagreement with the
settlement, Wilkes said, "I'm hopeful and
optimistic for the residents of the city of Ft.
Lauderdale. Maybe NSU will be [provide]
a good opportunity and provide programs
the city of Fort Lauderdale has failed to
provide."
Students enrolled in the studio school
will also be eligible for ·scholarships
fromNSU.
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similar connection.

at the event, in addition to $1,000

"I have friends who have family

that was previously procured. Terry

over there. I didn't know how to

Morrow, assistant ·dean of student

contribute. Coming to something like

affairs at the College of Allied Health

this helps because the proceeds go to

and Nursing said the university has

help the victims of [the earthquake),"

agreed to match the funds collected

he said.

for up to $1,000.

The vigil featured a traditional

Donations for the relief effort

Toro Nagashi candle lighting cere-

will be collected until April 18.

mony. Fujimoto said Japanese be-

Persons wishing to donate may do

lieve that people originate from

so online by logging onto www.

water, and the ceremony is performed

nova.edu/giving and clicking on

in order to help those who have died

the "Gift Area" drop down box.

return to it.

Then

select

"Japan

Last month, NSU won Best
of Show at the 26th Annual
Educational Advertising Awards
for the second time. NSU was one
of 1,000 institutions in the U.S. to
enter. NSU's advertising partner,
Tinsley Full Service Advertising
Company, and NSU also won 16
other awards at the competition.

Earthquake

"It may take time, but we

Relief Fund." For more information

[Japanese people] will survive this,"

on donating, contact Nhee Vang,

said Fujimoto. "We will be a better

graduate assistant for international

country. And it will be a better

students at (954) 262-8459 or at

world."

nv152@nova.edu.

Fujumoto said $440 was raised

NSU wins Best of Show at
advertising awards

NSU students to wear
new regalia

PHOTO BY J . TRAJL

(left} Debra Nixon, Ph .D., assistant professor in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences consoles
NSU alumna Yuko Fujimoto (2nd from left) who shared her experience of being in Japan during the
earthquake at a prayer_v1gIl held on campus on March 31 . (3rd from left) Ekaterina Korzhova, NSU alumna,
and Terry Morrow, assistant dean of student affairs in the College of Allied Health and Nursing.

Graduating students will not wear
black at commencement this year.
The undergraduate gown will be
blue with the NSU logo embossed
on the front. Recipients of master's
and specialist degrees will wear
gray with blue piping and the doctorate gown will be gray and blue.
Relay for Life
NSU will host the annual fundraiser for the American Cancer
Society on April 8 at 6 p.m. around
Gold Circle Lake. There will be
music, games and food during the
all-night event.
Broadway Across America
offers discount to NSU
community

NSU students, faculty and staff
can receive a 20-percent discount
off select Broadway Across
America performances like "I n
the Heights" and "Wicked ." To get
tickets visit http://baasales.com/
grouptour/ and enter AlumniVIP
as the password.
Singer to perform four
centuries of music

Pick up The Current every Tuesday on
newsstands or visit our Web site at
nsucu rrent. nova. edu

On April 10, soprano singer
Virginia Alonso will sing classical
Cuban lyric music ranging over
four centuries at the Museum of
Art Ft. Lauderdale. Alonso has
sung across the world . She will
be accompanied by Francisco
Javier Muller, Jose Ruiz Elcoro
and Rafael Padron. The concert
is free and open to the public,
but seating is limited. Email
MOASpecialEvents@moafl.org to
make a reservation.
Jorge Barahona's trial to be
held in Miami-Dade

-Vour Music, Your Voice...
Everyday 6pm -2am
A

\ · Streamintnline@ www.nova.edu/radiox
Request Line: [9541262-8460 •

Jorge Barahona will be held in
a Miami-Dade prison until his
trial on Jan. 30. Barahona is
charged with the murder of his
adoptive daughter, Nubia, and
the attempted murder of her
twin brother, Victor. He is also
being charged with child abuse.
Investigators learned that Nubia
died in the Barahona home, which
made them think Barahona's wife,
Carmen, was also involved. She
is also being charged with murder.
The New York Times
requires a fee

To counter a drop in print advertising, The New York Times started
charging viewers on March 28
for unlimited access to their Web
site. Subscribers will pay $15
every month to read more than 20
articles per month. Subscribers
to the print edition will receive
unlimited digital access for free.
Target offers lower prices
than Walmart

Kantar Retail surveys found in
January that Target's prices were
about 2.8 percent lower than
Walmart's. However, not all of
Target's items were cheaper, like
groceries am:! household goods,
but this was the first time Target
beat Walmart in overall pricing.
A Target spokesperson said the
store will keep prices lower for
its customers.

4
Graduation goes green
Written by:
Keren Moros
While the nations of the world
try to reduce their carbon dioxide
emissions, NSU is doing its part
to save the planet by making the
graduating process more eco-friendly.
Devri Pratt, coordinator of
commencement activities, said by
helping conserve the earth's natural
resources, the Registrar's Office is
providing a great service to students
and alumni who can also save money.
Starting this year, the office's goals
for going green are to save students
gas, money and time.
Pratt said with the assistance of
the Office of Information Technology
and the NSU Bookstore, students can
now apply for commencement online,
offering easy access to participation
information and causing less strain on
students and the Registrar's Office.
Richard Kelch, manager of
registrar operations, said the process
is not only green but beneficial to
students as well.
"In Enrollment Student Services [of which the Registrar's
Office is a part], our main motto is,
'Studentcentered. Student first,"' he
said. ''That's what we're trying to do
by all this ·_ n°o t only being green
but also keeping students in mind
and making it as easy as we can
for them."
Kelch said the office used to
use large amounts of paper to inform
students about the commencement
process. The first mailing to students about commencement was 20
pages long.
Now, he said, the only piece
of paper students receive in the
commencement application process
is a postcard saying that they are
invited to commencement and telling
them to sign up for commencement
via SharkLink.
Pratt said the online system will
lead to a positive commencement

experience for students, faculty,
staff and guests. She said that commencement candidates will receive
emails with their commencement
invitation and information instead
of through the U.S. Postal Service.
Students will also be offered
complete and immediate information
on the NSU commencement Web site.
One of the results of the
office's plan is the reduction of its
commencement postage and printing
expenses by $17,914.40 each year.
"[In the past], we'd get this
giant mailing out, and we would
have to rely on the postal service
to get it to your house. You would
fill it out and send it to us, and you
wouldn't know if we received it or
not. Therefore, you're worried and
[calling the office]," Kelch said.
"With this system, you will get a
receipt [via email] saying that we
received your information."
Pratt said the plan saves students
gas by saving them a trip to campus
to ask about their commencement
application.
Another way the office is saving
students time and gas is by cohosting the GradFair with the NSU
Bookstore, which will held at the
Bookstore on April 5-7 from noon to
6 p.m. At the fair, students can take
graduation photos, order graduation
rings, announcements and thank you
notes from vendors, buy diploma
frames and pick up commencement regalia.
"Students can save money, time
and gas because it will be a one-stop
shop for them," Pratt said. "This is
the candidates' one-stop opportunity
to get everything needed to make
their commencement an event to
remember."
For more information about
commencement 2011, call (954)
262-7255, email commencement@
nova.edu or visit www.nova.edu/
commencement.
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Emntv Pocket, lull tank:
How to get the most gas for vour monev

Written by:
Giuliana Scagliotti
Remember the days when you
could confidently walk into a gas
station and smoothly place a $20
bill on the counter knowing it would
get you a full tank and take you
places far, far away? Now, gas is so
expensive that you can almost feel
a pain in your gut as you fill up the
same tank with the same amount of
gas for quadruple the money.
Patrick DeHaan, senior petroleum analyst for GasBuddy.com,
where visitors can search for the
cheapest gas prices in their area, said,
"Florida has the highest gas taxes in
the Gulf Coast area. Bordering states
like Georgia have cheaper gas prices
because the more south you go, the
more prices go up. Miami has higher
prices than Orlando, as it is further
away from infrastructure."
If gas prices are getting the best
of you and your pocket, here are
several things you can do to get more
bang for your buck at the pump.
Good driving skills. Pumping
gas in the morning or at night helps
get more gas but only a little more.
However, the way you drive saves a
lot more, DeHaan said.
"Drive
more
defensively,
instead
of
offensively,"
said
DeHaan. "Slow down at the light,
instead of speeding up. Americans
always hurry so they drive much
more inefficiently, which can cost
10-20 percent of your fuel economy.
Taking your time boosts your
fuel economy."
Search for bargains. Shop around
for cheaper gas prices. Searching for the

Soaring gas prices are forcing drivers to learn how to save on gasoline.

best deal saves you money.
"Gas stations can vary 25 cents
in a matter of half a mile," said
DeHaan.
Technology may also be used
to check gas prices. There are
many Web sites and smart phone
applications for mileage and cheap
gas that can help. GasBuddy.com
offers tricks to save, historical price
charts, nationwide prices and an app
that alerts you to where gas is the
cheapest in your area.
Maintain your vehicle. Vehicle
maintenance sounds obvious, yet
many fail to keep their cars in good
shape which can be inefficient when
J
"
it comes to fuel economy.
"Keep your vehicle in optimal
condition to ensure you're getting
the fuel mileage you ' re supposed
to. Driving with the engine light

on can rob up to 20 percent of fuel
economy," DeHaan said.
Check your car's weight. For
those who think filling your tank is
must, think again. Filling half a tank
and driving with less gas might be
the smarter thing to do.
"The more weight your car
carries, the more your engine has to
do to accelerate and so on. For every
hundred pounds, you decrease fuel
economy," said DeHaan.
Gas station pumps are regulated
by state governments and calibrated
as required by law. DeHaan said
there is no correlation between the
speed at which gas pumps release
gas and the prl.ce.
As gas prices remain at record
highs, these tips should add a little
more value to your purchase.

a

A college student's
: griide to dollar stores
Written by:•
Juan Gallo
Think about the best things
you ' ve ever bought. Now think about
the stores where you bought them.
Were they dollar stores? Probably not.
There are stores to fit all your
needs : Best Buy for electronics,
Urban Outfitters for clothes and
Publix for food. So when you think
about going shopping, a dollar
store may not be the first place that
comes to mind. But their existence
divides products into two categories:
products you might be overpaying
for and could get cheaper at a dollar
store and items you definitely do not
want to buy at a dollar store (like that
brand of soda you've never heard of
and is a color somewhere between
maroon and fuchs ia. Don 't drink
that). Here's a guide to what you
should and shouldn't take a trip to
the dollar store for.

Good buys
Candy. Are you going to the
m ovies? OK, don' t pretend you' ve
never snuck candy, soft drinks and

even pizza into a theater in someone's
purse. The question is _h ow much
did you pay for that contraband? If
it was more than a dollar, you paid
too much. Jujubeans, Mike & Ike's,
Reese's Pieces, Sour Worms whatever your heart desires - the
right dollar store can provide. Just
don 't get things you've never heard
of, or that look as if they've been
on shelves longer than you ' ve been
alive, or have warning labels on them.
Cleaning products. Are you a
little late on your spring cleaning?
No need to worry. Chemicals and
cleaning liquids will no longer cost
you an arm and a leg. So maybe it's
not Windex, but it's still magical
blue stuff that will make you see
your pretty reflection on all your
glassware and windows. While these
products may not be quite as potent as
the brand-name stuff, they'll still do
the trick. And the extra money could
come in handy when hosting a party
in your newly affordably clean pad.
Party items. If you haven't
gone completely green and still use
paper goods, there is no better place
to get them than your neighborhood
dollar store. Gift wrap is a good
example. All you do with it is wrap

presents that people are going to rip
through as if there are gold bullions
hidden inside them. Why spend $5
or $6 on this stuff? Go to the dollar
store, get a roll for 50 cents and
wrap presents to your heart's desire.
Another example is cutlery. You can
stop doing dishes because you can
just start using your plastic plates,
cups and cutlery that you bought at
the dollar store. Talk about a gift that
keeps on giving.
Also go to a dollar store for
plastic containers, baskets, scrapbooking materials, school supplies,
and kitchen gadgets and tools.

COURTESY OF WWW.TODOCANDY.COM

Candy is a worthwh ile purchase at a candy store.

Do not buy
Batteries. Seriously, aside from
the risk factor, have you ever heard
anyone say, "These batteries last
forever! Guess where I got them?
Dollar store, baby!"
Toothpaste. There are some
things you should be willing to risk
quality for the sake of price, but the
well-being of your teeth and gums
should not be one of them. Let's
throw mouthwash in with toothpaste
as well.
Christmas lights. I know

COURTESY OF HTTP://INSPIRINGPRETTY.COM

Whatever you do, don't buy vitamins at a dollar store.

the idea of 1,000 lights for $1
sounds appealing but your home
going up in flames will not brighten
your holiday decor the way you want
it to.
Vitamins. Please, please, stay
away from vitamins at the dollar
store. All I can say is, counteractive.
OK, frugal shoppers. Now you

know how to navigate around the
interesting world of dollar stores.
Just make sure whenever you go,
go with childlike enthusiasm and
wonder and always keep your eyes
peeled for what deals may be lurking
beneath the bright lights of the
dollar store.
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A dancer's audition process
Written by:
Sabrina Talamo
Sabrina Talamo is a senior dance
and communication studies major
and the found er and president of
Nova Dance Society. She has won
the New Star Dance Award and the
Lifetime Star Dance Award from
NSU. Talamo is also a choreographer
for the NSU Vocal Ensemble, a
contributing writer for The Current,
and an editor for Digressions, NSU's
student-run literary magazine. She is
a member of Body and Soul Dance
Theatre, a contemporary modern
dance company. Her goals are to
attend graduate school, to write
about dance either academically
or professionally and to teach at a
university.

On Feb. 12, I received a letter
from Sarah Lawrence College
inviting me to audition and interview
for their master's in fine arts dance
program. Two weeks later, I was on a
plane to New York.
I arrived in New York City early

in the morning and took a taxi to the
school. I knew I would be walking
into an environment that helped
shape the careers of Barbara Walters,
Rahm Emanuel, Vera Wang and
several dance legends.
I began to walk around the
campus, · admiring the English
Tudor-style buildings and the small
patches of snow that still remained
on the ground. The dark sky and light
drizzle did not distract me from the
site's beauty.
I met other MFA applicants _who
traveled from different parts of the
country for the audition. I was surprised
to hear that one of the dancers had seen
me perform at the NSU Dance Concert
and recognized me.
As I continued my tour, I
walked into a room where I saw
graduate dance students rehearsing
Twyla Tharp's "One Hundreds." I
knew that the following day I would
be dancing in the same space.
The next day, I arrived at the
college an hour before my audition to
warm up. The program's director, Sara
Rudner, greeted me at the door. I could

not believe that I would be performing
for Ms. Ruder, a name I had read about
in my dance history book.
By 10 a.m., the room was
filled with dancers of all ages
and ethnicities. Some were dance
teachers seeking a degree to teach
at the university level. Others were
professional dancers living and
working in New York. And some,
like me, were college students near
graduation and ready to dive into
graduate school.
The audition began with a contemporary class taught by one of the
dance faculty members. After the class,
we were asked to present an original
solo. This was a chance for us to show
who we were as artists, movers and
creators. I knew in order to perform my
best I needed to relax and not let my
nerves get the best of me.
As I took the floor to begin my
solo, I took a deep breath and thought
of one thing: NSU. I envisioned I was
performing for my fellow classmates
and friends as I had done countless
times in our studio. I imagined the
floor as the Performance Theatre

FACULTY SPOTUGHl GRACE A. TELESCO
Written by:
Keren Moros
Grace A. Telesco, Ph.D.,
BCETS, adjunct professor at the
Criminal Justice Institute, always
keeps in mind that she went from a
GED to a Ph.D., a fact she uses to
inspire her students.
"I think teaching is about
inspiring," Telesco said. "You can
probably think of two or three
teachers in your life who really
made a difference for you. There are
those who stand out, and it's really,
really cool when [I'm] one of those
teachers who stands out."
She tries to put herself in her
students' shoes and have compassion
for them, remembering that she
was a non-traditional student. Sh_e
was forced to drop out of high
school because of family issues
and an employer inspired her to get
her GED.
"I had an employer who
said, 'I'll give you this job on one
condition and that's that you get your
GED,"' she said. "I always loved
school. I didn't leave because I didn't
like school. I just had to. Education
has always been something that
I love, just love, and is a passion
of mine."
She doesn't like lecturing, but
when she has to do it she makes it as
engaging as possible.
"My PowerPoints have a lot of
funny graphics in it and fun pictures.
I try to keep it as funny and as
entertaining and as exciting and as
memorable as possible."
Telesco was a lieutenant in the
New York City police department

couRTESY oF GRACE A TELEsco

Grace A. Telesco is a professor in the Criminal Justice Institute.

for 20 years, then she became an
adjunct for Barry University, NSU
and Miami-Dade College. Telesco
said she balances teaching at Barry
and NSU by staying in the moment.
"I have to think, 'What am I
doing right now? What's in front
of me right now?' whether it be

preparing for a class or reading a
paper or posting a discussion or
conducting a live chat," she said.
Telesco taught at the police
academy .in New York, promoted
from cop to sergeant and ·then
to lieutenant. She found that she
liked teaching, which spurred her

COURTESY OF SABRINA TALAMO

Sa~rina Talamo, senior dance and communication studies major, dances at an NSU dance concert.

in the Don Taft University Center
dance graduates fueled my interest
where I had performed so many
in attending the school. At the end of
times. I remembered all those who
the interview, Ms. Rudner looked at
have been supporting me and giving
me and repeated a gesture from my
me the confidence to pursue graduate
solo. I knew that for better or for
worse, I left an impression.
school. All of these thoughts made
One week later, I received
me feel at home.
The day concluded with group
another letter in the mail from Sarah
interviews where we were given the
Lawrence. It said I was placed on the
opportunity to share our goals with
waiting list and would be contacted
the faculty members. We were told
if a spot became available!: f placed
that only five applicants would get
the letter in my bag and drove to
a spot in the school because of the
NSU where I would be pe~forming
program's small size. I expressed
that same afternoon.
my interest in combining my two
While my future at Sarah
Lawrence is still uncertain, my_ ·
passions: dancing and writing.
experience was worth the effort. I
I want to pursue graduate
school to enhance my knowledge
enjoyed the time I spent at the school
of all of dance's aspects. The . and the people I had the opportunity
program's emphasis on writing for
to meet.

into completing her master's in
criminal justice at John Jay College
of Criminal . Justice. within City
University of New York.
Her last year and a half at the
NYPD was spent helping the 9/11
families, which she said was the best
work of her life.
Because of her doctorate in
social work, her chief put her in
charge of the crisis intervention
response and she became the
Interagency Coordinat0r of Mental
Health Services at the Family
Assistance Center. She and other
officers went to the morgue to
help · the victims' families fill out
missing persons reports. They then
started helping families at a Family
Assistance Center where thousands
of families would look at hospital
lists and deceased lists and give
DNA sampling to identify more
bodies. She also assisted the officers
who worked under her with stress
management.
After retiring, she received a
call from the Department of Health
and Human Services to become
a part of the Disaster Technical
Assistance and Consultation Team
to emotionally assist New Orleans
police officers in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina.
"We got five to 10 cops at a time
in a circle and asked them to tell us
the story of where they were when it
happened, what they were involved
with, how they were feeling now and
where they saw themselves in the
future," she said.
· Telesco said that although it
is exciting that she can share her
experience with her students, she
believes students learn the most when
they're immersed in something.
"We learn by doing, and we
learn by being entertained," she said.
"I like to have them play or act out

stuff - ·get their hands dirty."
To do this, she gives her
students practical application exercises for them to grasp concepts.
For example, she has created a game
where students break into groups to
create different kinds of "families"
and are then presented with a crisis
they must overcome.
"It's one example of what I do
for practical application exercises
to bring the theory and the practice
together," she said. "And then as
I'm asking them what they got out
of the exercise, I can talk about reallife situations whether it be my work
with NYPD, my work with 9/11 or
my work with Katrina."
Telesco is the co-founder and
director of operations with her
partner Kris Drumm at the Wolfbear
Institute, a training organization that
provides various training to groups,
individuals and organizations to
raise consciousness and awareness
about crisis intervention, grief
and racism.
When Telesco is not teaching,
she likes to lounge by the pool and be
with her dogs, a Jack Russell terrier
and a rat terrier. She is also travels
twice a month to New York to study
at the New Seminary for Interfaith
Studies to become ·an interfaith
minister. Her goal is to become a
chaplain and work in hospitals and
hospices. Telesco said she feels there
is a need for interfaith ministry.
"Sometimes, we get really stuck
in our beliefs and in our faiths and
that's a good thing, but it becomes
destructive when we start attacking
other faiths," she said. "I think it's
really important for us to work
together and see that we're all in this
together. Interfaith is respecting each
other's faith practices and working
together with other faiths."
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ON THE BENCH
Commentary by:

Kevin Preciado

Written by:
Keren Moros
NSU b{ISeball player Luis
Penate was inspired by his father
to play baseball. But he is at NSU
because of his mother.
"I'm here [NSU] so I'm close to
my mom," he said. ''When she had
a brain aneurysm, I thought that I
should take care of her."
Now, the senior sports and
recreational management major
is in his s_econd year with_the team .
and plays shortstop. He was recently
named Sunshine State Conference
'
Player of the Week.
"It feels pretty good knowing
that I had a really good week, helping
my team take two out of three from the
number six team in tl).e country, and
· knowing _that people recognized my
being productive that "{eek," he said.
Penate said he has a great
relationship with all his teammates.
"They respect me. I respect
them," he said. "It's kind of like a big
family. We're all basically brothers.
That's the way they see me and that's
the way I see them."
Penate hopes to help the team
win a conference championship and
win a regional competition.

.El Clcisico:
Thrice would be nice

"

Questions and Answers
with Luis Penate
In a movie about you, who would
play you?
"Adam Sandler because I would
say I have a great personality and

COURTESY OF EUGENE CANAL

NSU baseball player Luis Penate plays against Valdosta State in a home game at Feb. 19.

I'm pretty funny and I'm fun to be
around."
What is your favorite pre-game meal?
"I don't like to eat too much
before a game, so just a regular sub
from Subway."
In the movie, who would play your
love interest?
"Megan Fox."

If you were stranded on a desert
island, and you could only bring
three items, what would they be?
"A ball, a glove and a bat."
If you could travel back in time,
which time period would you go to?
"I would travel back to the
1980s to see more of Michael
Jordan play basketball."

If you could sit down for dinner
with anyone, famous or not
famous, dead or alive, who would
you choose?
"Derek Jeter."

If you could trade places with any
other person for a week, famous or
not, living or dead, real or fictional,
who would it be?
"Spiderman."
If you won $1 million, what would
you do with the money?
"I would buy my mother a house
and a car. I would pay off everything
that my mother and father owe."
How would you describe yourself in
three words?
"Competitive, outgoing and
respectful."

Real
Madrid
versus
Barcelona has clearly been
Barcelona, "El Clasico." Do I
the better side the last couple
really have to say anything else?
of years, as they have defeated
This heated rivalry goes
Madrid the last five matches and
beyond the soccer field and
have been the league champions
- into politics and nationalism.
the past two seasons.
Barcelona represents Catalonia,
In the upcoming games,
while Madrid represents the
Lionel Messi of Barcelona
will face Cristiano Ronaldo of
mainland of Spain. And these
Madrid.The world's two greatest
two fan bases despise each other.
Madrid and Barcelona
footballers showcasing their
are scheduled to play each
skills on the same field should be
other April 17 and April 20.
a dazzling display. Ten of the 11
If two matches in one week
starters from Spain's World Cup
isn't enough to get your blood
winning team will be on the field
pumping, how about a third, on
as well, three on Madrid and
seven for Barcelona.
either April 26 or 27?
Well, if both these Spanish
If you think the talent
giants are able to advance
on the field is amazing, don't
through the quarterfinals of
forget the two men in charge of
the Union of European Footthese clubs. According to ESPN
Soccemet, Madrid's manager,
ball Associations' champions
league, they will face each other
Jose Mourinho is the highest in the semifinals on April 26 or
paid manager in the world, while
27, as well as May 3 or 4. The
Barcelona's manager, Josep
"Pep" Guardiola is the second
possibility of these two teams
highest-paid. It will be quite a
facing each other four times
chess match between these two
within three weeks is quite
tantalizing.
dynamic personalities, as neither
These two teams last
of them lacks confidence.
played each other on Nov. 29
We are guaranteed to see
in Barcelona's home stadium, · these teams faceoff in a league
the Camp Nou. What transpired
match and the Copa Del Rey
Final. Hopefully, the soccer gods
there is something Madrid fans
would like to repress from their
will be smiling down at us and
grant us a Champions League
memories. Barcelona displayed
their dominance and completely
semifinal matchup of Real
Madrid and Barcelona as well.
annihilated Real, 5-0. This was a
Whether it's two competitions
shocking result considering the
or three, sit back and enjoy the
facts that Madrid was undefeated
beautiful game that is rutbol.
and had the best defense in the
league at the time.

Cheerleading tryouts

Tryouts for the NSU cheerleading squad will be held
on April 23 from 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. and on April 24 from 12 p.m. - 3 p.m. in the
Don Taft University Center Arena. The squad, which
is all women, competes once a year in January at
the Universal Cheerleaders Association College
Nationals, and performs at basketball games and
other on-campus events. For more information
contact Head Coach Emilee Ebrill at
eebrill@nova.edu or at (954) 262-2942.

New head basketball coach

Leann Freeland is the new
women's head basketball coach.
She will replace interim head coach Ann Walker.

Swimming

On March 24, Head Swim Coach Hollie Bonwit-Cron won Sunshine State Conference Coach of the Year. Jorge
Ospina, senior; Jonas Grundstrom, sophomore; Armin Hornikel, junior; and Ash Dougan, junior, were
awarded 2011 Men's Swimming Team NCAA First Team. Chris Norris, freshman; John Michael Hayes,
freshman; and Roberto Duran, freshman, received Second Team honors.

At least look smart.
(t.z?,eCurrent, Print Edition

Track athlete gains
national ranking after
first competition
as a Shark

Rowing dominates
Division II Duals
Written by:

Written by:

J.~~-~~~- ~}'-~~~~- ............. .

~-~~~~Y. -~<:>~~-t;~........ .
Rashida Allen, senior communication studies major, raced to
achieve the number one national
ranking for the 400-meter dash on
. March 19 at the Miami Hurricane
Invitational.
That race was Allen's first
of the season as well as her first
at NSU, since transferring from
from Missouri State University last
semester.
Bryan Hagopian, track and field
head coach, said, "That win means a
lot to the team and her. She is a hard
worker and determined to make it to
nationals. She leads by example and
so I'm super proud of her."
Allen left Divfsion I at Missouri
State University because of NSU's
school spirit, personal classroom
settings and the coaches.
"There's really no big difference. We do the same work and
we want the same goals," she said.
"But some people run faster times in
Division II."
Allen has been running since
she was four years old and has been
competing since she was six. She
lost her first childhood race.
"This tall girl beat me. I was
really mad. But she became my
_friend to this day," said Allen.
Allen said she became interested
in track when her maid took her
to see Merlene Ottey, a famous
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Rashida Allen, senior communications studies
major and track athlete, received number one
national ranking in the 400-meter dash on March
19 at the Miami Hurricane Invitational.

Jamaican female track athlete.
"She was the person who
brought Jamaica out in my eyes. I
just loved it," she said.
Allen said track is 80 percent
mental and 20 percent physical.
"If you' re not sure about
whether you want to run track, don't.
Track is the hardest sport. No one
can tell me otherwise," she said.
Because of track's mental
intensity, Allen said she clears her
mind during races.
"If I think, I don't run as well,"
she said. "Before the race, I ask God
to be with me. But during the race, I
just try not to think about anything
except finishing."
Allen graduates in May.

On March 25-26, the women's
rowing team won six races to
complete the second weekend of
the Division II Duals and start their
season at 12-2. The first weekend,
March 18-19, the team won six of
eight races, only losing to Columbia
University.
"They were goo'd wins and
they certainly put us on the right
p&th for the season with the past two
regattas," said Head Coach John
Gartin. "The next several regattas
are much larger with a broader scope
of competition and that's going to be
telling as to how we match up against
the other teams in the region."
Lauren Boudreaeu, sophomore
biology major, said, "I think going
into the duals we were a little bit
anxious to see where we fell among
the rest of the conference in our
region. We had great results and we
set the groundwork for the rest of
the semester."
Four out of five women on the
championship Varsity 4 boat have
returned this year. Kayla Wieseckel
junior biology and exercise science
major, was a part of the team when
they won the national championships
two years ago.
She said, "We go into every
race fresh, never wanting to
underestimate our opponents. We
were hoping to win, and we exceeded

COURTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMATION

(From Coxswain to bow) Elizabeth Tortorici, freshman; Alyssa O'Donnell, junior; Lauren Boudreau,
sophomore; Jessica Sutter, junior; Abigail Schiavo, freshman ; Taylor Van Horn, freshman.; Stephanie
Hauck, freshman; Elizabeth Hurley, senior; and Victoria Ciccone, freshman . For the second time, Women 's
Rowing Varsity 8 received Sunshine State Conference "Boat of the Week" recognition on March 28, Varsity
8 won three out of three races at the Division II Duals II on March 26-27.

our expectations."
Gartin said the team is hoping
to win another championship.
"It's going to be tough. We have
to really work hard from here on out,
[both] off and on the water," he said.
Nineteen freshmen were added
to the roster for the 2010-2011 year,
putting the total number of rowers at
42. Gartin said the freshmen add to
the team's success.
"The freshmen class this year
was the deepest and fastest class
that we've brought in to date. They

have made a huge impact and they keep
getting better," said Gartin, "They're also
elevating everybody else's game too."
Wieseckel said, "We doubled in
size. We have so much more depth
than we had in the past. Hopefully,
that will be used to our advantage to
help us get to nationals again."
Gartin said soon the team hopes
to add two events to their schedule
at regional regattas: a Freshmen
8 and a Lightweight 4 boat.
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SUTV Movies: Hope for Charlie Sheen April 'Edition

Celebrity comebacks
Written by:
Stephanie Fleming

COURTESY OF WWW.VENTUREBEAT.COM

A scene from the "The Social Network." The movie leads a month of entertaining films on SUTV's April
line-up.

Written by:
Juan Gallo

against a dangerous mob of assassins
trying to kill them in "RED." Then,
The Rock, plays a vicious toughSpring is in full bloom. The sun
guy hungry for revenge and taking
no names after his brothers' coldis out and bestowing us daily with
blooded murder in "Faster." While
beautiful South Florida sunshine.
Flowers are growing and the grass is · in "Megamind," Will Ferrell voices
green. Hopefully you're finding time
a villainous genius who suddenly
to go to the beach, the park, or the
finds that he must be the hero after
pool. Then', at night, when you come
defeating his nemesis Metro Man.
home exhausted, the best thing to
"For Colored Girls" is a drama
adapted from a book of poems
do is tune in to SUTV and watch a
titled "For Colored Girls Who
movie.
Do not miss "The Social
Have Considered Suicide When the
Rainbow is Enuf." It is directed by
Network." No one at NSU lives under
a rock so no one should be a stranger
'Tyler Perry and delivers powerful
to this movie's huge commercial
performances through its thoughtprovoking subject matter.
success. A combination of brilliant
"Leaving Las Vegas" is a movie
performances and exceptional diyou should check out. This one won
recting made the controversial story
of the Facebook empire one of last
enigmatic actor, Nicolas Cage, a
Best Actor Oscar, for his portrayal
year's most rewarding cinematic
of Ben Sanderson, an alcoholic
experiences. Don't . miss it when
SUTV brings it right to your room.
on the verge of suicide who finds
unlikely friendship with a prostitute
"Due Date," "Faster," "RED"
and "Megamind" should take care
in Las Vegas.
Finally, there is "Burlesque"
of all your comedy and action
a
film hardly worth mentioning.
needs. Robert Downey, Jr. and
Watch
this if you are a psychology
Zach Galafianakis deliver hilarious
student and want to understand
moments as an odd pair driving
across the country in "Due Date,"
torture. Besides that, there are some
great options in April. Enjoy the
while an older Bruce Willis leads a
movies and enjoy a beautiful spring.
group of unretired senior citizens

TableTopics:
The New Qyestion Game
Written by:
Chelsea Seignious
"TableTopics" is the question
game on steroids. The "question
game" is an excuse to ask ridiculous
questions or escape awkward
silences. Either way, it's a quick fix
for fun and conversation.
"TableTopics" promises the
same, but instead of spending too
much time · ..thinking of a good
question, the questions are already on
each card. This way, you can spend
more time enjoying the stimulating conversation that results from
each response.
Creator Cristy Clarke said, "I
believe that every conversation has
the potential to be great - to inspire
us to action, enrich our relationships,
and connect us to the people we care
about most."
Each 4" acrylic TableTopics
cube is stocked with 135 questions.
Cubes are organized by themes:

college, girls' night out, couples,
family gathering, dinner party, and
much more. The original and family
versions are also sold in Spanish.
Questions range from silly to
serious, depending on the theme.
• "What was your strangest
date ever?"
• "What did you get into
trouble for the most when you
were young?."
• ''Which song would you
play in a convertible on a
sunny day?"
• "Is justice or mercy more
important?"
"TableTopics" is addictive.
Give it a shot at your next gettogether for engaging conversation
and lots of laughter. But, be warned,
once you get your group talking,
they may never want to leave. Then
again, is that such a bad thing?
The games "TableTopics" and
"TableTopics To Go" are available
online at www.tabletopics.com.

One minute he's allowing us to
witness his canoodling lifestyle with
two hot blond goddesses and the
next he's locking lips with Jimmie
Kimmel. Charlie Sheen says he's
not on a downward spiral but, rather,
is, as we've all heard far too often,
"winning," due, in no small part, to
his "tiger blood."
The last few months have been
eventful for the once highest-paid
actor on TV. He was hospitalized
after trashing a hotel suite during
a wild night with a prostitute, who
later threatened to sue him. He was
arrested and spent Christmas in jail
after a fight with estranged wife,
Brooke Mueller. He was found in
a restaurant bathroom naked and
covered in cocaine. His publicist,
Stan Rosenfeld, quit after one of
Sheen's rants on "The Today Show"
and a bizarre interview with TMZ.
His kids were removed from his
home after Mueller filed a restraining
order. He was fired from the hit TV
show "Two and a Half Men." He
bragged about a 36-hour cocaine
and ecstasy binge. A virus spread on
Facebook claiming he was dead. A
strain of marijuana has been named
after him. Gary Busey is praying
for him and Mel Gibson is trying to
save his life. Can it get any worse
than that?
But, in spite of it all, Sheen has
managed to break records on Twitter,
sell out his "Violent Torpedo of
Death" tour in several cities, and get
Mueller to drop her restraining order.
And CBS wants him back on "Two
and a Half Men."
So, is it time for a Charlie Sheen
comeback?

If he needs any advice on
how to pull it off, there are plenty
of celebrities with great comeback
stories that Sheen can talk to. Here
are some of the best:
Robert Downey, Jr. was a
rehab regular. Arrested many times
for felony drug possession, he was
eventually sentenced to three years
in prison. He was fired from the show
"Ally McBeal" after getting arrested
for wandering around an alley
under the influence of a controlled
substance. He once passed out in a
stranger's house while in a druginduced daze and was black-balled
from much of Hollywood.
Now Downey is a blockbuster
regular. Jon Favreau's "Iron Man"
and sequel catapulted his comeback
to an epic success story. These days,
anything he touches turns into a
must-see blockbuster, and he has
earned the respect of the public and
Hollywood bigwigs.
Mickey Rourke was out of
work for 10 years after his selfdestructive behavior made him a
Hollywood outsider. His violent
temper led to fights with movie
execs, run-ins with the police and an
arrest for domestic assault.
Rourke got professional help for
his anger problem and found solace
in his love for boxing. Then director
Darren Aronofsky pegged him for
a new film, "The Wrestler." Rourke
put his past behind him, gained 35
pounds and subjected himself to
grueling daily workouts. His hard
work earned him Oscar buzz and a
Goldep Globe for best actor. .
Hugh Grant was .arrested for
lewd conduct when he was caught
in a compromising position with a
prostitute in his BMW. He pled no
contest and was sentenced to two

Will Charlie Sheen get tired of "winning" and come
back to the real world?

years probation. Grant's mug shot
was plastered everywhere next to the
shockingly unflattering picture of his
accomplice, Devine Brown.
Grant publicly apologized repeatedly on the talk show circuit. He
didn't shy away from an interview
or an uncomfortable question. He
admitted his mistake and learned
to laugh at himself. His refusal to
make excuses earned him the respect
of the public and helped make him
one of the most popular rom-com
leading males.
Let's hope Charlie Sheen
follows some of these examples and
gets his act together before CBS hires
one of the rumored replacements
to take .over on "Men." Maybe he
should stop getting his love and
support from Mel Gibson

Friday4.8
Miami Heat vs. Charlotte Bobcats

April 5-10

----"'-.AmericanAirlines Arena in Miami 7:30 p.m.

Muse Theater Co. Presents:
Chicago Bienes Center for the Arts at

Tuesday4.5

St. Thomas in Ft. Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Lil Wayne: I Am Still
Music Tour 2011 *

The Radiators Revolution Live in Ft.

Banl<Atlantic Center in
Sunrise 7 p.m.

Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Saturday 4.9

Moe* Culture Room in Ft. Lauderdale
7:30 p.m.

Weclaesday4.6

Ricky Martin M.A.S.
Tour AmericanAirlines

~

Florida Marlins vs.
Washington Nationals*
SunLife Stadium in Miami 7:10 p.m.

"'

Arena in Miami 8 p.m.

Florida Panthers vs. Washington
Capitals Banl<Atlantic Center in Sunrise 7 p.m.

Miami Heat vs. Milwaukee Bucks

feat. The Green/ Cas
Haley* Culture Room in

AmericanAirlines Arena in Miami 8 p.m.

Furthur feat. Phil lesh & Bob Weir
Mizner Park Amphitheater in Boca Raton
7p.m.

Thursday 4.7

Ft. Lauderdale 9 p.m.

Sunday4.10
Miami Heat vs. Boston Celtics
AmericanAirlines Arena in Miami 3:30 p.m.

Wicked: A New Musical Broward

Accept* Culture Room in Ft. Lauderdale

Center for the Performing Arts Au Rene
Theatre in Ft. Lauderdale 8 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Florida Marlins vs Washington
Nationals* Sunlife Stadium in Miami
7:10 p.in.

Jerry Garcia Band (JCB)* Revolution
Live in Ft. Lauderdale 7 p.m.
•Call into shows on RadioX every day to win free tickets to these
events. For more information, contact RadioX at (954)-262-8457.
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''Sucker Punch'' delivers a solid hit
Written by:
Sain.antha Harfenist
What would you get if you
made a film that combined "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,"
"Lord of the Rings" and "Moulin
Rouge"? You'd get Zack Snyder's
"Sucker Punch."
The movie is about a girl named
Baby Doll, who is sent to an insane
asylum, which turns out to be a front
for a brothel. Baby retreats into an
elaborate fantasy world in her mind
to escape the darkness of her reality.
In five days, the man who runs the
place, Blue, will sell her virginity to
the High Roller. That's when, along
with her friends, Baby makes a
daring plan to escape her prison and
her fate.
Emily Browning, who plays the
protagonist, Baby Doll, is incredible.
She manages to effortlessly switch
back and forth from doe-eyed
innocent to steely-eyed warrior.
The visuals of "Sucker Punch" are
· beyond amazing. The fight scenes
alone are elaborate and well-done.
But if you're expecting action like
the kind you've seen in "300" or
"Watchmen," don't count on it.
"Sucker Punch" is a movie all of its
own. The action carries a feel that
resembles a video game more than
anything else.
Once Baby Doll slips into her
impressive dream land, she and her
buddies become Charlie's "bad-a**"
angels. The girls run around kicking
butt in half-finished outfits. They
are just as hardcore in the fantasy,_
world as they are helpless in reality.
It's disjointing at first to see Baby
Doll and her crew suddenly fighting
better than the legions of Alices in
"Resident Evil 4," but one has to see
where the girl is coming from.
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"Sucker Punch" is a sight for sore eyes.
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Baby is escaping the horrors
of her life into a fantasy world in
her mind. She's helpless to stop her
tormentors in the real world. But in
her head, she is invincible. Nothing
can hurt her or her friends. In Baby
Doll's mind, they don't need to be
trained to fight. They are already
doing it because they are willing to
chance escape.
As much as "Sucker Punch" is
an action-packed fantasy film, it also
carries with it a very dark undertone.
The threat of rape, both subtle and
not-so-subtle, is ever-present, as
is the exploitation of these young
women. They are forced to dance
in order to seduce various men into
sleeping with them.
The monsters of the film look
familiar. Snyder has apparently
found a way to save money on the
buciget by re~ycling ol~ !pOVie rrqps.
It looks as though he stumbled onto
an oid box of Ore costumes from the
"Lord of the Rings." Well, hey, "The
Hobbit" is being delayed another
year. Might as well use them. And
who knew the scrap metal robot

1

parts from "I, Robot" hadn't been
recycled, renewed and reused yet?
The only complaint I have is
with the very last few minutes of the
film. Snyder puts in an extra twist
and he over-reaches in the creativity
department. "Sucker Punch" has
a great almost-ending. But it
seemed like Snyder wanted to be
more cerebral. He ended up adding
an abrupt twist with very little
explanation before the credits start
rolling. Suddenly, I'm stuck in my
seat completely confused, quickly
getting irritated, and discussing with
my friends as we attemp to figure out
what the heck just happened.
"Sucker Punch" is a great
movie. Its visuals will stun you and
the music is great. The storyline
is dark and twisted, with surprises
along the way. I'd like to advise you
to leave
two
.. .. about
,.
' . . .minutes
.
. before the
end of the film to save yourself some
frustration. But, it's Zack Snyder.
After "300" and "Watchmen," we
owe it to him to tough it o.ut - just
this once.
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Written by:
Chelsea Seignious

.

It's been a long day and you
still have three chapters to study
before your exam. Just the thought
of reading the material puts you to
sleep. Instead of studying, you end
up wasting time on Facebook since
you "won't retain the information
anyway." Does this sound familiar?
Meet your new online study
buddy: www.studystack.com. Study
Stack makes learning interactive so
it isn't such a bore. Specializing
in flashcards, Study Stack covers
subjects .{rom. business to foreign
languages to standardized tests, like
the GRE and LSAT.
Traditional flashcards can take
hours to make, especially for long
vocabulary lists. With Study Stack,
you can take your premade flashcards

anywhere, virtually or physically.
VlrtUal access is available on smart
phone applications, as well as on
standard computers. Phys~cal copies
can be printed off in various sizes
and styles if you're a more "handson" person.
Not a fan of flashcards? Check
out the other options for each "study
stack" matching, crosswords,
quizzes and hangman games.
To share, send your friends
the URL or "stack number" for
easy reference. If you're searching
for a specific subject not available
on the home menu, simply use
the search box in the upper right
hand corner. And, if you're feeling
ambitious or lack the necessary
study tools you need, you can ·create
personalized flashcards with a Study
Stack account.
Sounds like a study solution to
me. Now, hit the stacks.

Must own gadget:
Nintendo 3DS ,
Written by:
Juan Gallo

------t '
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checl-l out our twitter™ for
the latest campus news.
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Whether you are an extreme
gamer or just enjoy playing
"Angry Birds" while you're sitting
in a waiting room for a doctor's
appointment, you probably agree
that video games are A) fun, and B)
good for passing the time. The new
Nintendo 3DS is all of the above.
With all of the video gaming
options out there (XBOX 360,
Playstation 3, Nintendo Wii, PSP,
iPad), why go with a Nintendo 3DS?
Well, the 3DS is unique in that it
delivers 3-D gameplay without
the need for the annoying glasses.
The 3DS looks as if it could be the
Nintendo DS' twin, only this version
comes with a widescreen that displays somewhat customizable 3-D
images. There is a bar on the side that
allows you to set the depth of 3-D
displayed. This can be minimized all
the way down to 2D.
Don't expect to see 3-D like
in "Avatar," but do expect to be
impressed and satisfied with the
quality. However, there are more
features that make this little device
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the perfect time-waster. First of all,
the 3DS is backward compatible,
which means that you can go ahead
and play games you bought on your
Nintendo DS. You can also use Wi-Fi
to go online, chat with your friends,
and unlock more game features .
There are two cameras on
the front of the 3DS, the 3DS to
take and share 3-D pictures. The
quality of the images is in not the
greatest but they'll be in 3-D. You
can also create Mii avatars like
on the Nintendo Wii. This time,
however, you can take a picture
of you or a friend and their image
will be converted into Mii format,
which you can customize any way
you want. The system comes with
2GB internal flash memory but also

provides a slot for an SD card.
The 3DS also comes loaded
with extras and built-in software
like Mii Plaza .and Face Raiders to
entertain you even before you buy
your first game. There is also a builtin motion sensor and gyro sensor
which allow games to react to tilt
and motion.
The 3DS is available in Aqua
Blue and Cosmo Black for $249.99
plus tax. Some of the games available
are Pilotwings Resort, Kid Icarus:
Uprising, The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time 3-D, Madden NFL
Football, Resident Evil: The Mercenaries 3-D and about 15 other titles.
With its 3-D capability, this
handheld console is revolutionary,
but most importantly it's fun.
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SAT reality sho"7 question
creates controversy
Reality shows are not common knowledge
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Written by:
Samantha Harfenist
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Do you have a comment about one of our articles?
Do you have an opinion about what you've read ?
Submit a letter to the editor to nsune,vs @nova.edu or on
nsucurrent.nova.edu under Contact Us.
We ,vant to know what you think.

PDA should stand for
Please Don't Allow

Last month, the SAT included an essay question
with a prompt about reality shows. The essay prompt
was: "Reality television programs, which feature real
people engaged in real activities rather than professional
actors performing scripted scenes, are increasingly
popular. These shows depict ordinary people competing
in everything from singing and dancing to losing weight,
or just living their everyday lives. Most people believe
that the reality these shows portray is authentic, but
they are being misled. How authentic can these shows
be when producers design challenges for the participants
and then editors alter filmed scenes? Do people benefit
from forms of entertainment that show so-called reality,
or are such forms of entertainment harmful?"
I can tell you right now, I would be stumped. I don't
know a lot about reality television so I don't have the
knowledge to apply to this question.
Maybe my struggles with answering the question
stern from the fact that I watch more news programs than
reality TV shows. Oh, don't misunderstand me. I love my
"Grey's Anatomy," "Glee" and "V," but I also never miss
an episode of "The Daily Show" or "Piers Morgan." NPR
doesn't gossip about which "Survivor" star should be the
next to go.
I'll admit that I've never seen "The Jersey Shore."
From the clips I have seen on talk shows, I know that
it's not my cup of coffee. I've also never watched a
cat-fight on "The Real Housewives" or mused about
the burgeoning STDs mixing amongst the various cast
members of "The Real World."
The one "guilty pleasure" I do indulge in is watching
America's Next Top Model. But I wouldn't call anything

that includes a group of girls gallivanting in couture
dresses with makeup artists and gossiping with Tyra
Banks a reality. It's a show.
Angela Garcia, director of the SAT program,
is defending the question. She claims that the essay
is meant to appeal to a large amount of the public's
knowledge, requiring these students to use deductive
reasoning in answering the question. I understand where
Garcia is corning from.
. However, the SAT is a significant factor as to what
ultimately gets you accepted into college. If, as Garcia
says, the majority of teenagers know more about reality
television than other topics, that's fine. But, who says
that has to be a question on a standardized exam, which
can help or hinder your acceptance into college?
If "The Jersey Shore" is all these kids know, tough.
Open up that no-doubt-dusty textbook. Download
a documentary off iTunes. Or better yet, change the
channel to CNN for an hour. My fellow geeks in high
school have done it. They can vouch for me when I say
that learning is fun .
Society shouldn't have to lower its intellectual
standards because some people think that's the way the
youth are headed. If we allow future students to expect
such trivial questions in pursuit of their goals, we are
equivocating their worth to mediocrity.
So, what do you want the future of our country
thinking about when taking one of the most important
tests of their lives? Whether Snooki is good for the
world? Or who was the best leader of our country?
It's their test. It's our future.

University of South Florida College of Medicine

"\\\illlliDU about Medical Scboo1;,
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
If you've ever experienced
that moment at the mall where you
feel the need to give a couple their
own hotel room, then you probably
agree that PDA (public display of
affection) is a no-no.
I'm not some conservative girl
who wants to ban holding hands,
kissing or cuddling in public. I
don't disagree with men or women
touching or standing next to each
other. I'm just someone who doesn't
enjoy standing near a couple who
acts like no one is around, as they
proceed with actions that should
occur behind closed doors.
I remember a time when I was
hanging out with a group of friends
and this girl I didn't know proceeded
to suck on a guy's neck. The rest of
us are having a conversation while
she's just having the time of her life.
I could hear the slurping and the
kissing noises. It made me nauseated.
Who makes out with someone's neck
in front of a group of people?
Oh wait. I know who. Rude
people.
It's all about consideration.
You're in a public place. Don't do
private things with the entire world
watching or at least half of South
Florida at the Sawgrass Mills Mall.
Don't make out. Don't grope.
And, definitely, don't almost have
sex right before my eyes. I don't
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NOPDA
want to see that when I'm shopping
for a new shirt or standing in line to
get a pretzel. And I bet the people
around me don't want to see it either.
I'm not complaining because
I'm a single girl, jealous of all the
flirty couples around me. I have a
boyfriend, with whom I hold hands
and kiss in public (pecks, people, just
pecks). Yet, I still feel uncomfortable
when I'm seated next to a couple
making out. I don't want to see your
desire for each other, and I definitely
don't want to hear it.
So to all you couples out there,
make out in the car or behind a wall
for all I care. But, please, just hold
hands or cuddle when you're in
public. I don't want you to publicly
display your affection in front of me.

Graduate & Postdoctoral Affairs
Please visit our website for more information and
complete application instruction
gradaffairs.health.usf.edu
For more information, contact:
Katie Carson
Admissions Officer

HEALTH

Phone: (813) 974-2256
Email:kcarson1@health.usf.edu
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Athletes and honors students get
first dibbs on registration
Written f?y:
Alyssa Sterkel
Every semester, the Office of
Information Services sends me an
email informing me when I can
register for classes. And every time I
receive that email, I read that I have
to register a week after the athletes
and the honor students do.
Now, for some people, a week
is not a long time. But it is when I
work, go to school and write for the
school newspaper. I'm left with a
limited schedule, which makes one
week a long time to wait anxiously
as classes quickly fill up. I may
not participate in a school sport,
which means I do not win awards
for NSU or put their name in big
bold letters across a newspaper's
front page, but I do have time constraints. I have a schedule I have to
work around as well. But, at NSU,
the athletes and the honor students
are seemingly more important
than the rest of us who also have

commitments outside of school.
Before the athletes start
grumbling at me, I'm aware that
you have time constraints, too. I
know you have to practice early in
the morning, during lunch and in
the afternoon. I understand that you
have to travel some weekends and a
Friday or a Monday. And I know you
need to train in your off-season.
However, I also know some
students who go to this school, live
an hour away, work full time, work
part time, and have children. But
even with our time constraints, we
have to work around the athletes.
If the athletes need to fit their
classes around their schedule, then
they should be smart enough to
register early and stay awake to
register for that special class that
fits their schedule. They should be
on top of their game when it's time
to schedule an appointment with
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Advisers recommend that students using a CAPP Degree Evaluation to determine which classes they need to register fo r during the following semesters.

their academic adviser or log on to
WebSTAR and register for classes
at midnight the day registration
opens, just like the rest of us who
are scrambling to fit this into
their schedules.
Most student athletes receive
incentives to attend NSU. That
should be enough. They shouldn't
receive a full ride when it comes
to registering for classes as well. It

should be up to them to prove they are
responsible enough to be an athlete
and go to college by registering early
themselves.
And as far as the honors
students are concerned, us "regular
class attendees" can't even register
for honors classes so why do they
even get first pick of honors classes
and regular classes? If their honors
classes fill up, it shouldn't penalize

us. They shouldn't be able to fill up
that one class that we need to take
because we work, live in Miami
or have to pick our child up from
school.
I hope my class schedule will
work around my work schedule in
the Fall 2011 semester. And I don't
want it going to the people that make
my schedule a "strike out."

On the Scene
As told to:
Sa.JJ1antha Harfenist
.J

In exchange for having an extended Winter holiday vacation, NSU holds classes on Good Friday and Rosh Hashanah. However, professors are required to excuse
students who celebrate the religious holidays. Professors are also required to permit students to make up tests and quizzes, as well as provide any material that
was distributed during that class period.

Even though you are permitted to take the day off, do you feel
comfortable missing lectures on a religious holiday?
"No, I wouldn't miss class because I feel as though the
university is trying to weed out the religious holidays.
Good Friday and Rosh Hashanah aren't days off and it
puts pressure on the students to go to class regardless
of whether they celebrate it or not. I mean, we feel as
though class carries on without us."
Heather Reese, freshman marine biology major

"No, because I wouldn't want to miss lecture. There
could be things in the lecture that aren't in the
handouts or the book."
Abbey Schiavo, freshman history major

"It depends on the lecture. If it was something important,
then no. But if it was a presentation, or something, and the
professor said that it was OK, then I would."
Adriana Goyette, third-year Audiology doctorate student

"Yeah, I would. All religions should be respected and
everyone should be able to take the day off if they
celebrate it."
Chelsea Nichols, third-year pharmacy student

"No, because it wouldn't feel the same for me. I
like class."
Dayna Triana, freshman education major

"I would feel comfortable because it's a
religious holiday."
Neeketa Sheth, third-year pharmacy student
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